INTRODUCTION
actual size, but not less important in its significance and
results. We must therefore expect war and the issues involved
in war—the nation, its defence, its role in the world—to loom
largely in the thought of the period.
Revolution and war, however, important factors though they
may be in the evolution of a nation, do not conduce to creative
thinking, for they are both incompatible with that freedom with-
out which no growth is possible. One revolution, as Tocqueville
rightly observes in his Recollections^- can establish freedom;
several revolutions one after another make any regular freedom
impossible for many a long year. The same is true of war.
Both demand the sacrifice of the individual, willingly or other-
wise, to some alleged or real public safety which becomes the
.supreme law. And we must not be surprised if French political
philosophies of the nineteenth century, cradled as they were in
revolution and in war, should tend to be, under various names,
philosophies of authority, of individual subjection to some
alleged common interest or cause, rather than philosophies of
individual rights or liberty.
It is easy to see how an event, or rather a mass of events,
such as the French Revolution must dominate political life
and thought for an almost indefinite period of time. It forms
an inescapable challenge, and there is no statesman or thinker
who is not forced into one of three attitudes: opposition to
the Revolution and all it stands for; the desire to carry out*
the Revolution to all its logical conclusions and implications ;
and the still deep-rooted idea that the Revolution stands for all
that is greatest in political thought, that its actual accomplish-
ments represent the high-water mark of political progress, and
1 " Si une revolution peut fonder la liberte dans un pays, plusieurs Evolu-
tions qui se succ£dent y rendent pour tres longtemps toute libertd reguliere
impossible. Apres chacune de ces mutations on avait dit que la Revolution
fran^aise ayant acheve* ce qu'on appelait pr6somptueusement son ceuvre,
etait finie: on favait dit et on Tavait cru. Helas! a mesure que nous allons,
son terme s'eloigne et s'obscurcit. . . . J'ignore quandfinirace long voyage :
je suis fatigue* de prendre successivement pour le rivage des vapeurs trom-
peuses, et je me demande souvent si cette terre ferme que nous cherchons
depuis si longtemps existe en effet ou si notre destined n'est pas plutdt de
battre eternellement la mer! "
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